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Abstract
Carrier-envelope phases (CEPs) from a kHz repetition rate, non-CEP stabilized laser system are
measured and tagged with two different methods: an f–2f interferometer and a stereo-above-
threshold-ionization carrier-envelope-phase-meter. Both methods utilize the octave spanning
spectrum generated in the hollow-core fiber (HCF) that broadens the laser spectrum to produce few-
cycle pulses. Phases from both methods are carefully synchronized and compared on a single shot
level. The results show that the CEPs measured by both methods are in good agreement and
demonstrate that a HCF based f–2f interferometer is well suited for CEP tagged experiments.
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1. Introduction

As ultrafast science moves towards shorter and shorter time
scales, laser sources with pulse durations in the few to sub-
femtosecond regime become more desirable [1]. For Ti:sap-
phire lasers, which are commonly used nowadays, the band-
width of the laser pulses can be broadened by self-phase-
modulation through propagation in a hollow-core fiber (HCF)
filled with a noble gas [2]. By properly compensating for the
dispersion with chirped mirrors, pulse durations as short as
3fs can be achieved [3]. For a center wavelength of
∼800nm, this is close to one optical cycle. In this regime, the
shape of the laser electric field plays an important role in

strong-field processes [4]. Therefore, the control of the car-
rier-envelope phase (CEP)—the offset between the peak of
the electric field and the peak of the envelope—is crucial.
Propelled by the need for precision in laser frequency
metrology [5], methods for the stabilization of the CEP
developed rapidly for Ti:sapphire oscillators [6] and ampli-
fiers [7, 8]. This has enabled numerous seminal efforts such as
single isolated attosecond pulse generation [9] and multi-
octave waveform synthesis [10, 11]. Nowadays, oscillator
technology and stability have evolved to the point where it is
possible to lock the CEP for long periods of time utilizing f–2f
[6] interferometry. However, for amplifier systems, especially
with high pulse energies, the large scale of the systems and
CEP jitter through grating-based stretchers and compressors
[12, 13] introduces a significant amount of CEP noise.
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Although it is possible to lock the CEP to within 140mrad
(root mean square error) for short time periods (minutes) [14]
or 300 mrad for longer time periods (hours) [15] using a
feedback signal from an f–2f interferometer, a stereo above-
threshold-ionization carrier-envelope phase meter (CEPM)
[16], or feed forward methods [14, 17, 18], it is still quite
challenging to maintain a good CEP lock for the amplified
pulses for very long periods of time.

An alternate way of studying CEP-dependent processes
is to record the CEP value for each pulse. This measurement
can then be synchronized with the observable data. This
technique is known as CEP tagging [19] and does not require
the laser pulses to be CEP locked. However, several other
conditions need to be satisfied. First, CEP values need to be
measured on a single-shot basis. Additionally, the acquisition
rate of the single-shot CEP should ideally be at the level of
the laser repetition rate (now typically several kHz) to allow
enough statistics for reconstructing the CEP dependence.
These conditions are readily satisfied by the CEPM [19]. As
such, the CEPM has emerged as a standard method for CEP
tagging experiments [20–26]. Single-shot CEP measurements
for mJ amplified systems have also been performed using an
f–2f interferometer in the past [21, 27–30]. Here, we show, to
the best of our knowledge, the first single-shot, direct com-
parison of a CEPM and an f–2f interferometer. Our results
demonstrate that f–2f interferometry is an accurate and robust
way to tag CEP values. In the following experiment, the
PULSAR laser is running without CEP locking, which is the
typical operational mode in CEP tagged experiments.

2. Generation of intense few-cycle pulses at high
repetition rates

In this study, we use a Ti:sapphire chirped-pulse-amplifica-
tion laser system (KM Labs, customized Red Dragon) for the
production of intense, few-cycle pulses, at a repetition rate of
10 kHz. The laser, shown schematically in figure 1(a), which
we refer to as PULSAR, produces 10 kHz of CEP-locked,

2 mJ, 21 fs pulses. In the first stage, a multiphoton intrapulse
interference phase scan system (Biophotonic Solutions) is
used to apply a tunable spectral-phase profile to the seed
pulses [31] and is manually adjusted to precisely compensate
for higher-order dispersion throughout. This high-order
compensation allows for the short pulse duration at the output
of the amplifier. The inset in figure 1(a) shows the measured
second-harmonic generation frequency-resolved-optical gat-
ing (SHG-FROG) spectrogram as well as the retrieved electric
field phase and amplitude. The SHG-FROGs were done using
a commercial device (Mesa Photonics) and have an error of
0.3%. The laser is similar in design and CEP control to the
one described in [15]. Some of the main differences between
both lasers are in the repetition rate, pulse duration and the
CEP RMS noise (∼400 mrad). However, PULSAR is nor-
mally operated in free running mode (no CEP locking), with
shot-to-shot CEP tagging. Single-shot tagging is better suited
for our long (on the order of several days) coincidence
momentum imaging measurements [20] versus trying to
control the CEP over such long periods of time.

In order to produce few-cycle pulses [32], we couple
∼0.9 mJ, 21 fs pulses from the PULSAR laser system into an
inert-gas-filled HCF as shown in figure 1(b). A 1.5 m focal
length plano-convex lens is used to focus the laser beam into
a 1 m long HCF with 250 μm inner diameter filled with
∼2.4 bar of Ne gas. The HCF system generates an octave-
spanning spectrum from 500 to 1000 nm through self-phase
modulation (figure 1(b) inset). A small portion of the PUL-
SAR beam, split off before the HCF, is used for beam
pointing stabilization. The output of the HCF goes through a
set of ultra-broadband chirped mirrors (UltraFast Innovations,
PC70; −50 fs2 per reflection at 800 nm) to compensate the
positive dispersion due to propagation through the fiber. A
pair of fused-silica wedges (LENS-Optics) is used to control
the small residual dispersion. Ultimately, this allows for the
generation of 5 fs pulses with 0.4 mJ of energy at 10 kHz
repetition rate. The pulse duration was estimated from radius
of the parametric asymmetry plot (PAP), as described in [33],

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the PULSAR laser system. M: mirror; BS: beam splitter; MIIPS: multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan;
PID locking system: proportional, integral, derivative locking system. Inset shows results from a typical SHG-FROG pulse measurement. (b)
High repetition rate few-cycle pulse generation system. I: Iris; BSM: beam stabilization mirror; F: lens; BS: beam splitter; M: mirror; PSD:
position sensitive detector; HCF: hollow-core fiber; SM: low-dispersive broadband silver mirror; CM: chirped mirror; PP: prism pair. Inset
shows octave-spanning spectrum generated through this process.
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as well as from results in previous studies using the same
setup [25].

3. High-repetition rate carrier envelope phase
tagging

The shot-to-shot carrier envelope phase of the system is
monitored using the CEPM [19], as shown in figure 2(c). To
use the CEPM, a portion of the few-cycle-pulse beam (typi-
cally ∼40 μJ) is focused using an f = 25 cm spherical mirror
onto the phase meter. The 5 fs pulses ionize the target gas at
the focus located inside a gas cell filled with Xe at
∼1.3×10−6 bar. The generated direct (low energy) and
backscattered (high energy) electrons are detected using two
microchannel plate detectors (Photonis, APD 2 MA25/12/
10/12 D 60:1) on both sides of the phase meter (MCP-L &
MCP-R). The signals from each of the detectors are processed
by dedicated electronics8 which integrate the signals on the
left and right detectors within the low and high energy regions
(TOFlow and TOFhigh) respectively. From this, the normalized
difference, Alow,high = (NL−NR)/(NL + NR) is calculated.
During data acquisition, both values are output from the phase
meter and recorded as positive voltages. Plotting Alow versus
Ahigh results in a PAP, shown figure 3(c). This provides the
carrier envelope phase information shot by shot [19, 23, 34].
From the PAP, a one-to-one mapping of the polar angle of
each individual hit and the single-shot CEP value can be
established.

With the overall goal of comparing the CEPM to an all
optical f–2f CEP measurement, an additional small portion of
the few-cycle pulse is also picked off and sent to the f–2f
interferometer, depicted in figure 2(b). In this interferometer,
a beta-barium-borate crystal doubles the frequency of the red
end (∼1000 nm) of the octave-spanning spectrum produced in
the HCF. This doubled frequency then interferes with the blue
end (∼500 nm) of the original spectrum and produces an
interference pattern in the spectral domain after a transmission
grating. This f–2f interferometer differs from other common
f–2f interferometers in that it does not include an inherent
broadening stage. For non-octave-spanning pulses, it is
necessary to first broaden the pulse, which is commonly done
by white light generation in sapphire or a similar crystal.
However, for our setup, this is unnecessary as the HCF
already produces a broad enough pulse for f–2f self-
referencing.

Figure 3(a) shows a spectrum for one laser shot and the
line-out obtained by integrating in the vertical direction.
This interference pattern can be mathematically expressed
as w wµ +( ) ( )I IWL w w w wt+ +( ) ( ) ( ) (I I I2 cosSH WL SH

f w f w f- +( ) ( ) )SH WL CE , where w( )IWL and w( )ISH repre-
sent the intensities of the blue-end spectrum directly from the
HCF output and frequency-doubled from the red end of the
HCF output, respectively. τ is the delay between these two
pulses, f w( )SH and f w( )WL denote the spectral phases of the
frequency doubled portion and original portion out of the
HCF, respectively, and fCE is the CEP. It is reasonable to
assume that wt f w f w+ -( ) ( )SH WL stays constant for one
particular frequency component, and thus the phase of w( )I
can be retrieved as the CEP plus a constant offset. We filtered
the interference shown in figure 3(a) through a Hanning
window to reduce high frequency noise and padded with

Figure 2. (a) Experimental setup. BS: beam spliter; M: pointing stabilizing mirror; PD: photodiode (b) f–2f interferometer. FM: focusing
mirror; DM: dichroic mirror; P: polarizer; G: grating (c) CEPM (described in detail in [34]). I: iris; SM: silver mirror; CC: concave mirror;
MS: m-metal shield; MCP: micro channel plate; Xe cell: xenon gas cell.

8 The original electronics used in this system were developed at MPQ/
LMU. The system was recently upgraded to new electronics from IOQ,
JENA [23].
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zeros to reduce low frequency noise. The spectrum is then
Fourier transformed (FFT), and the relative CEP is extracted
as the phase of the first, non-dc peak (at position around 75)
in the time domain, shown in figure 3(b). It has been shown
previously that a fast camera or spectrometer with sufficiently
low exposure time is able to measure a single-shot inter-
ference pattern at high speed [12]. In our case, a Camera Link
interface is able to transfer the images at kHz rates if the
image size is small enough. Further, the FFT is carried out
online and only the phase of each shot is saved at a CEP
measurement rate of 600Hz. A fast Basler A504k camera
allows an acquisition rate of 1.8kHz, and we anticipate a
faster camera or linescan camera with Camera Link should
allow for even faster acquisition if there is enough signal for
each laser shot. It should be mentioned that other approaches,
employing f–2f interferometry, produce acquisition rates at
much faster speeds, by using diode arrays, photomultiplier
tubes or avalanche photodiodes for spectral fringe acquisition.
These methods can have much higher acquisition speeds but
also suffer from other issues such as decreases in resolution
[30, 35, 36].

4. Comparison of CEP tagging methods

In order to compare the single-shot CEP measured by the f–2f
and the CEPM, the timing of the acquisition needs to be
precisely controlled. A flow chart of the timing logic is shown
in figure 2(a). The camera in the f–2f interferometer is trig-
gered from a delayed photodiode signal and is exposed for a
50μs window to allow for single-shot detection. At the same
time, the frame grabber (NI PCIe-1433) sends a trigger to a
National Instrument Data Acquisition (NI-DAQ) card inside
the computer. The output signals from the CEPM processing

electronics are then recorded by the DAQ card for the same
laser shot that produced the f–2f interference pattern.

The results are shown in figure 4 panels (a) and (b).
Specifically, panel (a) shows a shot-to-shot mapping of the
CEP measured by the two methods for 6 million laser shots.
Two narrow bands at 45 degrees are clearly observed, sug-
gesting that the CEP measurements from the two are very
well correlated with a constant phase difference of 0.9rad.
This constant phase offset depends on the beam path in each
measurement arm. Figure 4 panel (b) shows the distribution
of the shot-to-shot difference between the two measured CEP
values. A standard deviation of 220mrad is calculated from
this difference. Möller et al [37] suggested that, for a 5fs
pulse, CEPM has a minimum CEP measurement uncertainty
of about 120mrad. Using this value, the uncertainty for the f–
2f can then be estimated to be about 184mrad. However,
there is no guarantee that our CEPM has such a low uncer-
tainty, suggesting that 184 mrad might be a high estimate for
the CEP uncertainty for the f–2f interferometer. Overall, both
of these uncertainties are of similar magnitude and leads us to
the conclusion that both methods produce comparable
accuracies for CEP tagging.

We have presented a method, based on f–2f inter-
ferometry, for single-shot CEP tagging with an estimated
184mrad uncertainty and shown evidence that CEP-tagged
experiments can be performed using an f–2f interferometer.
This all-optical method is simpler and easier to operate than
the CEPM. Additionally, it should be noted that as with the
CEPM the f–2f interferometer requires few-cycle pulses to
operate correctly. The CEPM has been shown to have an
uncertainty in the single-shot phase value of ∼350 mrad for
an 8.5 fs pulse [37], and the f–2f interferometer presented
requires an octave spanning pulse to operate. However, as
almost all relevant studies examining CEP-dependent beha-
vior also require few-cycle pluses, this should not be a

Figure 3. (a) Interference pattern for one laser shot. Fringes are obtained after integrating along the height of the image and applying a
Hanning filter. (b) Amplitude of the FFT of the fringes. The relevant component is the peak shown around index 75 (c) Parametric asymmetry
plot from the CEPM for 6 million laser shots where A(low) and A(high) are the respective low and high electron energy regions.
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significant limitation. We also note that the f–2f inter-
ferometer does not provide the absolute CEP while the CEPM
in principle can [19]. However, since the CEP needs to be
calibrated at the experiment in both cases, this is not a sig-
nificant disadvantage.
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